FALL SERIES EXPERIENCE 2019
ONLINE QUALIFIER

WORKOUT 1

Jack Is An Experience
For time: 9 min
750 / 550 mt row -> Tie break
50 thruster
25 burpee over the rower

WEIGHTS

Men: Barbell 20kg
Women: Barbell 15kg

Remember: it is
mandatory to frame in
the weights.

NOTES

EQUIPMENT

This workout starts with the athlete
sitting at the rower. at 3.2.1 go the
athlete will have to travel the assigned
distance. He will then go to the
barbell to perform the 50 thrusters
and then to the rower for the 25
burpee over the rower. Should an
athlete alter the equipment, the
prescribed movements or the
sequence in any way he will be
disqualified.

Rower concept 2 or similar (the
judging body reserves the right to
request the rower technical data
sheets).
Men's barbell (20 kg) / women's
barbell (15 kg)

STARTS

10:00 1st of July

ENDS

22:00 8th of July
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VIDEO SUBMISSION STANDARDS
Before starting:
1. video record the barbell while showing its weight correctly.
Make sure that the weight of the barbell is legible.
2. Use a timer to highlight the timing of the workout.
3. The use of wodproof apps is allowed.
Cut and edited videos will not be accepted.
Tip: rembeber that if, during the recording of your video, music is playing in the
background youtube could give you difficulties in uploading it. Be sure that the
video is correctly posted and visible.

STANDARDS
ROWER:
the athlete can set the dumper and pedals at will. Setting at lv 1 is not allowed in
order to avoid exploiting the bug.
THRUSTER:
the barbell starts, by specific request, from a standing tall position, which means
feet in line, knees locked, hips open and barbell in front rack.

STARTS

10:00 1st of July

ENDS

22:00 8th of July
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Through a full squat position the athlete must arrive to a top position while taking
care of keeping his feet in line, knees blocked, hips open, elbows locked and
barbell in midline position regarding the body. During the transition phase from
squat position to top position the athlete canno’t bend his knees and perform a jerk.
BURPEE OVER THE ROWER
The athlete will then have to perform a burpee, lying with his chest and thighs on
the ground. he will then skip the rower to end the rep on the opposite side.
For this category: stepping as much as jumping is allowed both during the descent
and the ascent of the burpee.
Remember the general rule explained in paragfraph 1.13 of the Open rulebook:
“it is the athlete’s responsibility to adhere to the workout format. This includes
performing all required movements to the described standard, counting and
completing all required repetitions, using the required equipment and loads,
meeting the time requirements, and meeting all submission standards.”
The judge can only validate the regularity of a movement or not, he is not required
and must not interpret your movement or identify the loads.

STARTS

10:00 1st of July

ENDS

22:00 8th of July
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SCORING PROTOCOL

Good Video: the athlete has performed the required movements correctly. the score
is then validated.
Valid With Minor Penalty: the athlete performs from 1 to 4 no rep. These will be
removed from the score (in case of rep / time conversion each rep is worth 2
seconds).
Valid With Major Penalty: the athlete performs 5 or more no rep. In this case the
score will be modified by subtracting 15% from the final result. If the score is in
time, the switching with the rep / time conversion already highlighted will be
performed.
Invalid: The athlete has not completed the wod as requested or has performed an
unacceptable number of no reps. The athlete's score will be rejected. By an
unacceptable number we mean a amount of no rep which would alter the validity of
the wod (eg the whole set of a movement).
Cut and edited videos will not be accepted.

STARTS

10:00 1st of July

ENDS

22:00 8th of July

